Recommended Training & Preparation for 
UiPath Advanced RPA Developer v1.0 (UiPath-ARDv1)

Important: Exam Update to UiPath 2019.10

The exam will be aligned from UiPath version 2019.4 to 2019.10 as of the 23rd of November.

Training and Hands-on Experience

The following represents the recommended learning path the Minimally Qualified Candidate (MQC) can take to prepare for the UiPath Advanced RPA Developer v1.0 Exam:

Training Options:

- UiPath Academy Training or equivalent:
  1. RPA Starter course
  2. RPA Developer Foundation Learning Plan
  3. RPA Developer Advanced Learning Plan
  4. Introduction to Logging course
  5. Invoke Method and Invoke Code course
  6. Automation Version Control Systems course

- OR -

- Other training or self-learning sources that cover the subjects listed in this document to prepare for the exam.

Hands-on Experience:

1. Involved in end-to-end process development
2. Performing UiPath code reviews
3. Providing project support; i.e., Hypercare
4. Providing maintenance and support
5. Creating and reviewing project specifications
6. Debugging and fixing production bugs
7. Adding features to existing automation processes

Exam Preparation

In addition to the recommended learning path, the practice test is an additional study tool to prepare for the UiPath Advanced RPA Developer v1.0 Exam.

- Advanced RPA Developer v1.0 Practice Test